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Making Materials Flow describes in plain language another step in implementing a complete lean
business system. LEI's first workbook, Learning to See, focused on where to start &#x97; at the
value stream for each product family within your facilities. Seeing the Whole then expanded the
value stream map beyond facility walls, all the way from raw materials to customer. After mapping
has identified waste and potential applications of flow and pull, you can use the techniques in
Creating Continuous Flow to implement truly continuous flow in cellularized operations. Making
Materials Flow takes the next step by explaining how to supply purchased parts to the value stream
in order to support continuous flow. "Companies are making progress in creating areas of
continuous flow as more managers learn about value-stream mapping and continuous-flow cells,"
said co-author Rick Harris, who also co-authored the Creating Continuous Flow workbook. "But as I
walk through facilities and examine earnest efforts to create continuous flow, I see how hard it is to
sustain steady output. The problem often is the lack of a lean material-handling system for
purchased parts to support continuous-flow cells, small-batch processing, and traditional assembly
lines." Making Materials Flow explains in plain language how to create such a system by applying
the relevant concepts and methods in a step-by-step progression. The workbook reveals the
exercises, formulas, standards, and forms that a consultant would use to implement the system in
your environment. And, like LEI's other workbooks, Making Materials Flow answers the key question
managers often have about lean tools and concepts, "What do I do on Monday morning to
implement this?" The four key steps detailed in the workbook include: 1. Developing the Plan For
Every Part (PFEP). This basic database fosters accurate and controlled inventory reduction and is
the foundation for the continuous improvement of a facility's material-handling system. 2. Building
the purchased-parts market. Learn the formulas and methods to size and operate a market that
eliminates the waste of hoarding, searching for parts, and storing inventory throughout a facility. 3.
Designing delivery routes. You get the principles and calculations that turn a sprawling, messy plant
into an organized community where operators get the parts they need, when needed, and in the
quantity needed, delivered right to their fingertips. Proper delivery routes not only improve inventory
and flow but also safety and housekeeping. 4. Implementing pull signals to integrate the new
material-handling system with the information management system. Learn the steps to creating a
system that keeps inventory under control by allowing operators to pull just what they need while
focusing on producing value for customers. You'll also learn how to calculate the number of pull
signals needed and how often to deliver material. Finally, you'll learn how to sustain and
continuously improving the system by implementing periodic audits of the material-handling system

across the chain of management, from route operator to plant manager. You'll learn the five-step
process for introducing audits of the market, routes, and pull signals by a cross-functional team from
production control, operations, and industrial engineering. Harris and co-authors Chris Harris and
Earl Wilson lead you through 10 simple but pragmatic questions that show how a manufacturing
facility implements a robust but flexible lean material-handling system for purchased parts: The Plan
For Every Part (PFEP) 1. What information should you include in the PFEP? 2. How will you
maintain the integrity of the PFEP? Developing a Purchased-Parts Market 3. Where do you locate
your purchased-parts market? 4. What is the correct size for your purchased-parts market, and what
is the correct amount of each part to hold in the market? 5. How do you operate your
purchased-parts market? Designing the Delivery Route and the Information Management System 6.
How do you convey parts from the purchased-parts market to the production areas? 7. How do your
production areas signal the purchased-parts market what to deliver and when? 8. How do you fill the
delivery route? Sustaining and Improving 9. How can you sustain the performance of your lean
material-handling system? 10. How can you identify and remove additional waste? An appendix
explores how to adapt the key principles of lean material-handling to more complex environments,
such as incorporating work-in-process (WIP) markets into the system for purchased parts, adding
delivery routes from production cells to a finished-goods market, and applying the system to
low-volume, high-mix processes. Making Materials Flow will benefit lean leaders, managers, and
executives in production control, operations, and engineering who have at least a basic knowledge
of lean concepts such as value-stream mapping, cell design, and standard work. The 93-page
workbook contains more than 50 illustrations.
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Ask the operators in most companies, "Do you ever run out of materials?", and the answer is "All the
time." But if you ask this same question to a company that implements the 1-hour delivery system
described in MAKING MATERIALS FLOW, the answer is "Never!" This workbook is an excellent
resource for setting up a PFEP (Plan For Every Part), creating a parts supermarket, and
establishing a delivery system. When I was a Lean Manager in Corning, I first used this material
delivery system with manufacturing cells that assembled telephone network interface devices (that
plastic box mounted on the side of your house where your phone line enters). By eliminating
material shortages that frequently plagued these lines (stopping hundreds of employees' work), we
saved over $500,000 annually.I was also fortunate to attend Rick Harris' workshop for MAKING
MATERIALS FLOW; this is one of my favorite Lean books, and one of my most enjoyable tools of
the trade; if you want to end the stagnation between your production processes, I highly recommend
reading this book (along with CREATING CONTINUOUS FLOW -- Mike Rother and Rick Harris)
and putting the concepts into practice. The Lean Enterprise Institute's workbooks are top-notch, and
they have definitely helped me become a Lean expert.Sam FrazierDirector of Continuous
ImprovementLBC-Sensei

While this book does a good job of defining how to improve efficiency and delivery performance
through improvements in material transfer in an assembly area, it completely ignores plants that
must juggle fabrication along with assembly....which is a substantial number of U.S. Plants.
Understand that this book is premised on the Toyota Production System, and automotive plants
generally assemble purchased components into a final assembled product. Things like engine
assembly area often done elsewhere. Fab and assembly in the same building poses a different set
of problems and opportunities.

it explains with a consisntent example how to make material flow.I suggest this book for Production
Manager, Production Planning, Managing Director

It is an excellent book.It is very easy to read and comprehensive.I like it, I recommend this book.

I really love it.I have taken several pages long notes to imly in the factory and just started with a line
already.I am aware of Theory of Constraints literature at the moment and comparing different
attitudes to same issues.This is very enlightening about daily operations in the factory you think you
know but not!
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